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Soggi Workshops
Bob Hammett conducted two very informative workshops since the last TASK. The first, on Profili, a
software tool for designing and testing airfoils was very informative. Bob demonstrated how you can choose a
selection of airfoils, fit them to different sizes of wing, and compare their aerodynamic performance. The software
allows you to design the ribs with spar placement, sheeting, different types of leading edge, and lightening holes. He
showed us how to use the output from the software to determine the optimal angle of incidence, and the amount of
lift the generated airfoil would provide at a given speed. Marc brought his laser cutter to show how it could take the
rib patterns generated by Profili and cut ribs from balsa.
Bob’s second workshop was on optimizing electric sailplanes. Bob covered the basics of propeller, motor and
battery selection, and discussed how to optimize performance for climb-to-height contests. Several members brought
their electric sailplanes, and surplus CAM units were offered for sale. Ann Tekatch demonstrated the Gliderscore
software that will be used for our contests this summer, and used an F5J contest as an example. Ann explained the
scoring for the events, penalties for above-altitude launches and missed landings.
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Dick Colley’s Magellan E.

Mike Sherlaw showing his ALTIS unit installation.

Marc Freeman
showing his E-Flite
Mystique.

Ann Tekatch showing
Mike Sherlaw the field
computer setup for scoring
sailplane contests.

Terry Dawson and his
electrified SIG Riser.

Ann demonstrates the Gliderscore software through
a simulated F5J contest.
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SOGGI Technical Tour 2017 – Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum
On April 29 SOGGI members met at the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum in Hamilton for a guided tour of the
collection. Our guide, Garry Balsdon, provided much background information on several of the aircraft in the
collection, and regaled the tour with anecdotes from trips with the CWH aircraft, such as the Lancaster’s Reunion of
Giants tour of the UK. Several members spoke at length with the volunteers working on the Bolingbroke, about the
restoration efforts on that plane. We were fortunate to be met by CWH’s chief pilot, Leon Evans, who talked at length
about the Lancaster, its development and the development of the Merlin engine.
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We ended the tour with a few stories about Buzz Buerling, the Falcon of Malta (and a few of his lesser known
exploits) and the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan and the location of those fields around Ontario. Folks
repaired to the café for lunch and discussions, and watched Mike and Nancy depart in Mike’s plane back to the
Brantford airport.
See more pictures from the tour in the gallery at www.soggi.ca
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Summer Contests
We are promoting our SOGGI summer contests to encourage members to try some friendly competition and accrue
LSF points. The contest schedule is posted on the SOGGI website, and notices will be sent out prior to each. Our
plan is to run a contest each Thursday (rain dates to be the following Saturday), each week through the summer.
The first contest is Thursday June 1, and is for line-launch sailplanes of any size. The following week (Thursday June
8th) is an ALES contest open to electric sailplanes of any wingspan. The contests will continue to alternate weekly;
line-launch and ALES throughout the summer. Check www.soggi.ca for the full contest schedule.
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Bubble Dancer Progress Part 2 - Andy Meysner
Progress is still slower than I would like. But I'm hoping for a maiden flight before the end of the 2017 flying
season. The bulkheads, wing anchors, hook beam and hook are installed in the fuselage pod. The wing tips (53 cm
span each side) and wing centre section (91 cm) with spoiler are built. All that remains for the wing is to glass
some areas on the centre section, install the spoiler servo and build the mid sections (61 cm each).
I'm just going to describe the most interesting parts of the build since the last article. So visit this website if
you want more detail and photos than I am providing: http://www.aviatorstudio.com/.
Jigs and Tools
Just a short mention of jigs and tools I've needed to make for this build:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wing 100 dihedral jig to help align wing tips to mid sections and mid to centre section. Both polyhedral
breaks are 100. So one jig serves for both breaks on each wing.
A 50 template for the rib angle at the dihedral breaks.
Long sanding bars for sanding the tail surfaces tapers and airfoils, and the dihedral angle on wing end
ribs.Small (rib width) sanding bars for notching the TEs where the ribs join.
A wing bolt spacing template to accurately position the wing anchors in the pod.
A 1.25" dia. dowel for forming D box sheeting, see the description below.
Clamping bars with foam strip to evenly distribute clamping load on the CF spar caps when gluing them
to the spar.

I already had all the other tools I've needed except a large drill press. Bob Hammett helped me with the latter.
A razor plane, small balsa mitre saw, rotary tool and an electric mitre saw have been essential.
Fuselage pod components under wing pylon
Installing the bulkheads, hook beam and wing anchors was a pain in the neck because of the very small
elliptical shaped opening available in the top of the wing support pylon. The original Bubble Dancer design did
not have a pylon, but most pre-fabricated fuselage pods seem to have a pylon these days. I had to dry fit the parts
in a specific sequence several times to make sure it would all go together correctly.
I made up a wing anchor bolt spacing template to make sure the bolt anchors were correctly positioned so they
would align with the holes in the wing bolt beam. The wing bolt beam holes were drilled first, the template was
drilled using the bolt beam and then the template was used to transfer the correct spacing when gluing in the wing
anchors. The space in the pod to work with was so tight that each component in the pod had to carefully
positioned before gluing individually, one step at a time.
Wing tips
Constructing a wing of this design is a much more complex process than a conventional built up wing. A
summary of the build sequence (actually for the Allegro Lite) can be found at this link:
http://www.charlesriverrc.org/articles/allegrolite2m/wing_build.pdf.
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The wing consists of 5 sections, 2 tips, 2 mid sections and a centre section with a dihedral break between each
section. I started with the tips because they are the simplest and smallest part. So if anything went wrong there
would be less rework. The most significant part of the Bubble Dancer wing build compared to a conventional
built up wing is the Kevlar wrapped spar. Constructing the wing requires an initial assembly of ribs and webs on
the building board, followed by several removals and re-installations on the board to complete the entire build
sequence. Because the spar is Kevlar wrapped, neither the TE nor the LE can be installed before the wrapping
operation. Also the spar and shear web assembly without the CF spar caps has to be removed from the board to
glue and clamp the caps to the spar.
Before attaching the D box sheeting, I pre-form the sheets as close as I can to the airfoil shape. This has
several advantages; less clamping force needed, easier placement when gluing, less chance of distorting the wing
because of sheet residual stress and an overall higher quality assembly. If you do not do this when installing D
box sheeting, I thoroughly recommend it.
I use Mark Drela's pre-forming process which can be found at the link below. The main advantage of this
process is that it is fast and does not require leaving the sheeting for a long time to dry while taking on the
curvature. http://www.charlesriverrc.org/articles/allegrolite2m/sheet_forming.txt
Mark does not recommend a specific way to make the form. But I have come up with the following technique
which works quite well:
Clamp a large wooden dowel (~1.0-1.5" dia.) in a Black and Decker Workmate. Then with the sheet bent over
the dowel adjust the following parameters to achieve the airfoil shape:
•
•
•

The height of the dowel above the work surface.
The chord-wise position of the sheet on the dowel.
The height of the sheet TE, using shims under the TE.

With these adjustments the setup can be tailored to virtually any airfoil shape. Use masking tape as markers for
the positioning.
I use the female cutouts left in balsa sheet after the ribs are removed as a template shape to gain the correct
airfoil curvature on both the upper and lower D box sheets. The shape does not have to be exact and is much more
important on the LE side of the spar where the curvature is greatest.
I added my own very minor design modification to the wing tips, a very slight "wingtip device" upward turn to
hopefully reduce wingtip vortex shedding drag.
I built the tips with the optional 8 cm extension.
Wing centre section
The centre section is of course more complex than the tips in that it includes the bolt beam, wing joiner rods
and spoiler cavity/spoiler.
The part of the entire BD build I was most nervous about was gaining the correct 5 ° angle for the wing joiner
rods in the end shear webs of the centre and mid wing sections. Mark Drela's design has a specific construction
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method for this, which I used, but it requires a drill press for very accurately aligned 3/8" and 13/32" holes in 3/4"
thick basswood, and I do not own a drill press!
Bob Hammett very kindly drilled these holes for me in his press and it all worked out fine. After the holes are
drilled, the shear webs are cut from the basswood at the 50 angle and then trimmed to fit the spar. I have an
electric compound mitre saw, so accurately cutting the 50 angle was not a problem.
The design calls for Cabosil thickened epoxy to glue the spar caps to the shear webs. The thickening is
intended to reduce excessive epoxy wicking into the wood grain and to increase epoxy viscosity to reduce it
running. After discussion with Bob I decided thickening is not necessary. I applied the epoxy to the spar cap first
so that it cannot be absorbed by the wood until actually clamping the 2 parts together. The epoxy is applied on the
cap while horizontal, so it cannot run down a vertical surface. Also thickening the epoxy just dilutes the adhesive.
The biggest problem I always have when using larger amounts of epoxy is estimating how much to mix so there
is enough for the job without having to mix more, and also not having too much left over as waste. I tried to
calculate it but that doesn't work because of the variability in gaps between the 2 parts. In the end I just eyeballed
it, and it worked out fine.
See the photo below for Kevlar wrapping the spar. The spar is wrapped after the ribs, shear webs and spar caps
are glued together. I estimated the length of Kevlar tow needed, held one end tightly in the workbench vice, glued
the other end to one end of the spar with CA, then keeping the Kevlar tow taut, wrapped the spar by rotating the
spar/rib assembly while walking towards the vice held end of the Kevlar. The Kevlar at the vice end is then CA
glued to the spar.
The design calls for the Kevlar to be epoxy wetted after wrapping. But I hate working with epoxy and all that
is needed is to stiffen and adhere the Kevlar to itself and onto the spar. To do this I used one coat of Polycrylic,
which I reckon will save some weight. I did however use epoxy and a layer of wrapped glass over the Kevlar on
the shear webs containing the wing joiner rods.
To fit the ribs to the TE on the wing I notched the TE by sanding at the rib positions. I made small notching
tools of rib width to do this. The tool sides are tapered so it does not jam in the notch.
Next up will be the build of the mid-sections of each wing followed by final assembly. I'll report further
progress in a later issue of Task.
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Wing tip ribs and shear webs prior to adding CF spar caps.

Completed wing tips. Note the CF spar cap protrusions which will carry over to the mid-wing sections.
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Wing bolt beam parts and final component epoxy/glass wrapped.

Wing centre section with upper spar cap being glued.
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Kevlar wrapping the wing centre section and final wrapped spar.

Pre-formed lower D box sheeting before gluing to wing centre section.
Note the wing joiner rod protruding from the end shear web.
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The tight fit inside of the fuselage pod below the wing pylon with installed bulkheads, wing anchors and hook beam.

Checking that the wing bolt centres match that in the fuselage.
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SOGGI’s Website www.soggi.ca
The website is SOGGI’s “face-to-the-public”. The decision two years ago to update our website using a
professionally designed website template has proven to be a good move. Favourable comments concerning our
website’s content and presentation continue to be received from unaffiliated aeromodelers, and from the general
public. Most new members report that it was our website that attracted them to SOGGI.
Soaring is more weather-dependent than other branches of aeromodelling, and for that reason, SOGGI does not
generally pre-schedule flying sessions far in advance. Instead, our individual members continuously monitor weather
forecasts, looking for near-term conditions favourable to soaring. One such forecast (the Wind and Waves “SuperForecast”) is embedded on our website’s “Weather” page.
The Message Board embedded in our website can then be used to organize flying sessions on (sometimes very)
short notice. To see a partial list of our recent participants, and their level of activity, go to www.soggi.ca , click on
“Message Board”, click on “Fly With Friends”, then click on “Reply Here to Join or Start a Flying Session”.
Some of the other things provided by the website’s “Archives” page include Photos of people and events, TASK
newsletter back-issues, and digital copies of original model designs by past and present SOGGI members.
Tom Crawford has been our Website Administrator for about a year. Being Website Administrator is a busy job
where patience, experience, and technical knowledge are essential. He is the right person, and deserves our thanks. If
you want to post a message on the Message Board but you’ve lost your username and password, Tom is your go-to
guy (tomcr50@hotmail.com). Your lost information can likely be inscribed somewhere between your existing tattoos.
If not, he’ll find another place.
Upcoming Events
May 28

Thermal workshop – Bob Hammett. 10:00 am sharp at the field.

June 1

SOGGI member line-launch contest – Ann Tekatch. 10:00 am sharp at the field.

June 8

SOGGI member ALES contest – Bob Hammett. 10:00 am sharp at the field.

June 15

SOGGI member line-launch contest – Andy Meysner. 10:00 am sharp at the field.

June 22

SOGGI member ALES contest – Dick Colley. 10:00 am sharp at the field.

June 29

SOGGI member line-launch contest – Ann Tekatch. 10:00 am sharp at the field.
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2017 SOGGI Executive
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President

Bob Hammett

(226) 401-1966

Vice-president

Mike Sherlaw

(519) 752-1334

Treasurer

Anne Tekatch

Secretary

Andy Meysner

(905) 601-4228

Contest Organizer

Lyle Jeakins

(905) 575-4115

Editor

Marc Freeman

(905) 962-4113
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